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Site Summary

London-Unattached is a leading London lifestyle blog - we cover the best of life in London, out
of London and further afield.

Awards

Vuelio top 10 blogger (2015, 2016, 2017 and 2018)
Avis Travel Blogger of the Year (2014)
Czech Tourist Board Travel Blogger of the Year (2017)

Brands We Have Worked With

Tourist Boards including Portugal, Singapore, Qatar, Oman and Sri Lanka
Hotels and Hotel Groups including Small Luxury Hotels, Signpost Hotels, The Savoy and The
Westbury
Many major food and drinks brands
Luxury Household products including Portmeirion, Joseph Joseph, De Longhi

Top Blog Posts

Cheddar Gorge Cheese Company - Artisan Cheddar Cheese in
Somerset

Galvin La Chapelle Lunch Review - Michelin Starred Dining
Spitalfields

Boringdon Hall Hotel and Spa - Review of Boringdon Hall Hotel
Plymouth
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 Recent Instagrams

Have you heard of the concept of 'Calendar Houses' ?
#WelcombeHotel near #StratfordUponAvon is supposed to be
one. The original building had 7 entrances (for days of the
week), 12 fireplaces (months of the year), 52 chimneys (weeks)
and 365 windows. I didnt try counting but I can confirm that
there

#Review - Just in time for #ChineseNewYear -
@chinatanglondon have launched their own #DimSum
#AfternoonTea - I went along to find out more and after a
fabulous selection of savoury dim sum, went on to enjoy
chocolate dumplings (not in the picture) and this delicious
selection of sweet cakes and pas

Seasonal Rhubarb Pannacotta to finish off my lunch at
@GalvinLaChapelle - one of the Galvin Bros restaurants I've
wanted to try for years. In a former church in Spitalfields, La
Chapelle is a One Michelin Star French restaurant by Chris and
Jeff Galvin #galvinlachapelle - it didn't disappoint at al

Unique and Memorable Experiences for the Discerning “Generation X”
Reader

London Unattached is a leading London based contributor blog with a small team of writers.
Founded over 6 years ago by Fiona Maclean, London Unattached publishes daily features
covering London and out of town restaurant reviews, London theatre and entertainment,
hotel reviews, travel features and recipes

The readership for London Unattached is predominantly UK based AB C1 metropolitan singles
and couples. Our audience has a high disposable income, readers enjoy an upmarket
lifestyle. Readers are “Generation X empty-nesters” - we do not cover family activities.

Travel is a particularly important section of London Unattached. We pride ourselves on
excellent photography and descriptive writing. Our focus is your destination and how that will
appeal to our readers.
We optimise reach by providing an integrated programme of blog posts and social media
shares.
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